Abstract -A Variational Vectorial Mode Solver for 3-D dielectric waveguides with arbitrary 2-D crosssections is proposed. It is based on expansion of each component of a mode profile as a superposition of some a priori defined functions defined on one coordinate axis times some unknown continuous coefficient functions, defined on the other axis. By applying a variational restriction procedure the unknown coefficient functions are determined as an optimum approximation of the true vectorial mode profile. A couple of examples illustrate the performance of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical waveguides are main ingredients in many integrated optical circuits, and design tools for these waveguides are of great importance. Detailed overviews of such techniques are presented in [1, 2] . In this paper we extend the scalar Variational Mode Expansion Method [3] to fully vectorial simulations of lossless isotropic dielectric waveguides with -in principle -arbitrary refractive index distribution. The validity of the method is checked for a waveguide with non-rectangular piecewise-constant refractive index distribution and a diffused waveguide.
II. VARIATIONAL VECTORIAL MODE SOLVER

A. Problem Formulation
Consider a z-invariant dielectric isotropic waveguide defined on its cross-section by a refractive index distribution n(x, y). Given the frequency ω we are looking for a solution of the Maxwell equations in the form of a field which propagates harmonically along the z-axis with propagation constant β:
Solutions of this form correspond to stationary points of the functional [4] 
vacuum permittivity ε 0 , vacuum permeability µ 0 , ε = n 2 (x, y), and the inner product A, B = A * · B dx dy. The natural interface conditions are the continuity of all tangential field components across discontinuity lines.
B. Modal Field Ansatz
In this method each field component F ∈ {E x , E y , E z , H x , H y , H z } is represented individually as a superposition of n F a priori known functions X F j (x), defined on one coordinate axis, times some unknown coefficient-function Y F j (y), defined on the other axis:
It is usually a matter of experience and intuition to guess a most adequate trial field X F j (x). Similar to the Film Mode Matching method [5] or to the Effective Index approach [6] , in this paper X 
with continuity conditions across the interfaces for u and S 2 u + βS 3 u. The elements of the matrices S i consist of overlap integrals between functions X F j (x), their derivatives, and the permittivity distribution. So in general they also depend on y.
In case the refractive index distribution n(x, y) is piecewise constant along the y-axis, one can define slices, such that inside each of these slices the matrices S i are constant along y. Provided that the field components E y and E z , and also H y and H z are approximated by the same functions, then in the each slice S 2 = S 4 and S 3 = S 5 and (4) becomes
Moreover the matrices S 1 and S 2 are block-diagonal in such a way that equations for functions Y Ex and Y Hx decouple inside the slices; coupling occurs only across the vertical interfaces. By solving the system of second order differential equations with constant coefficients (5) inside each slice and by matching the solutions across interfaces, one arrives at a nonlinear eigenvalue problem in β. Iterations are required to find all β's.
In case of an arbitrary refractive index distribution the matrices S i do depend on y. In this case we choose a Finite Element Method to solve (4). One obtains a quadratic eigenvalue problem in β. All β values are found automatically from the numerical solution of the eigenvalue problem. This can be very useful if one wants to expand a field in terms of waveguide modes, as e.g. in [7, 8] .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To show the flexibility of this method we apply it first to a diffused waveguide [9] with a refractive index distribution given by 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A variational method for the fully vectorial analysis of arbitrary isotropic dielectric waveguides was developed. Similar to the scalar approach [3] this method gives rather accurate estimates of the propagation constants, sometimes even with only a few terms in the expansion. Similar ideas can in principle be applied to scattering problems in 3D.
